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Recap - Last Progress Report

● Implemented K-means algorithm for intermediate weight averaging
● Generated results of K-means implementation
● Overall results summary

○ Fits of F were similar to original method 2 (otherwise performed well)
○ Fits of the CFFs performed worse than original Method 2 - possibly due 

to smaller numbers of networks, lower number of trained epochs, small 
number of replicas, small number of k-means clusters or a variety of 
factors

● Next goal: experimenting with above variables to see if K-means 
implementation can produce results better than the original Method 2



Purpose of K-Means (Explanation)

● Instead of training as many epochs, simply narrow the number of networks at 
an intermediate stage and then continue training

● Goal of K-means is to find representative “samples” of each of the 5, 10, 20, n 
number of networks that represent the different variations of the overall 500, 
1000, etc (depending on number of replicas).

● Training is then continued with the representatives instead of every network
● Goal is to save time and also see if the representative networks can each get 

closer to the true CFF values without having to look at the results of 
thousands of networks





Summary of Progress

● Experimented with different numbers of replicas, clusters, epochs
● Found that # epochs had significantly less influence on final results than 

replicas and clusters per set
● “Best” results were achieved with using all 15 sets, 1500 replicas, 10 k-means 

clusters per set, 300 epochs before narrowing and 300 epochs after 
narrowing

● However, results were not significantly different from those at the smaller 
scales I presented last time



ReE Fit (fit from last time on bottom, new fit on top)
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Possible Reasons for Failure

● (Unlikely) After training for the additional epochs the averaging of weights 
becomes useless since the averaged weights are merely a starting point

○ After analyzing some of the outputs, I determined this was likely not the case. The outputs 
from before and after the additional training were different, but similar enough where it would 
not have significantly affected results

● Simply averaging the weights does not necessarily mean that distributions will 
be averaged as well (e.g. if an overall distribution with 1000 replicas was 
narrowed to 20 networks, these 20 with averaged weights might not 
necessarily reflect the average outputs of those networks, even if they 
accounted for averaged weights).


